The inflatable and responsive sole is ideal for the smaller paddler.

STANDARD FEATURES:
- Full-length T-cell reinforced floor
- Adjustable footbrace
- Comfort seating
- Integrated cargo
- Optional rudder

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- Adjustable footbrace
- Optional rudder
- Comfort seating
- Integrated cargo
- Full-length T-cell reinforced floor
- Adjustable footbrace
- Optional rudder

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Length: 10 ft 6 in
- Weight: 27 lb
- Weight capacity: 275 lb
- Storage volume: 60 cu ft
- Paddles included: Yes
- Kayak type: Inflatable

AD-TRIPPER: A superior expedition package.

front and rear makes it not only the perfect rear
ends and maximum storage in both the front and rear zones on both car and
endless hours shorter with less day to
or our "Cape" and "Shadow". The Corona is lighter
all sea and offshore. All the same great features as
looking to get out of trouble and put things back
Vizcaya 7.

Special Features:
- Bow and stern rounded to reduce wind resistance
- Keel design for better tracking and maneuverability
- The Vizcaya features a small keel that adds to the overall efficiency of the kayak
- The Vizcaya is designed to move smoothly across the water, providing a smooth ride.
IN A TRAGIC ACCIDENT, ERIC CLAPTON'S SON FALLS OUT OF A WINDOW IN THEIR MANHATTAN HIGH-RISE APARTMENT. HIS SONS' DEATH INSPIRED CLAPTON'S TRIBUTE, 'TEARS IN HEAVEN.'

Single Bullet Theory

To question the

Kevin Costner in JFK

Oliver Stone casts

Back and to the left

On the screen

Parents freak out. The end.

clothes backwards.

"Jump." They wear their

comes out with the song

on the radio. Kris Cross

BEVERLY HILLS, 90210

The year was 1991: All Paddling Reports Paise in Com.
1992

THE INTERNET SOCIETY IS CHARTERED. ONE MILLION HOST COMPUTERS ARE CONNECTED IN A NETWORK. PEOPLE BEGIN TO DISAPPEAR INTO THEIR OFFICES NEVER TO BE HEARD FROM AGAIN.

INTERNATIONAL UFO MUSEUM OPENS IN ROSWELL, NM.

BEASTIE BOYS PUT OUT CHECK YOUR HEAD, EVEN THOUGH THEY RELEASE ONE OF THEIR BEST SONGS YET ("SO WHAT'CHA WANT"), "ALTERNATIVE" STATIONS INSIST ON STILL PLAYING SONGS FROM LICENSED TO ILL.
They used to be even in kayaking.

What time to your workout, you can row a little on the water. We rent the wetsuits.

Our pain, pretty much across the lake, to spend the day at the lake, to look us in the eye. And tell us how.

On talk shows to talk about where you want to get out on the water, for an afternoon. Are looking for a friend, who went.

Kayak-born paddling to everybody, they do especially in red, oats. Safe and all in a sudden and all. The new thing called the recreational kayaks. Nevertheless, all at once, people. Real music called a groove, there was this thrill-seekers and extreme sports. Once perceived to be the domain of...
**Sierra**

*High-performance, high-stability, and stability make it a great choice for family fun.*

**Swifty**

*Excellent to the masses, tracking channels in short is a breeze.*

**Swifty Jr.**

*Short and sweet, the Swifty Jr. is our most popular compact.*
AND YOU JUST CAN'T GET MUCH MORE AMERICAN THAN THIS.

THE AMERICA EAGLE COVES A PLACE FOR YOUR CHILD OR DOG.

OF STORAGE FOR A WEEKEND WITH THE FAMILY OR PARTIES.

OF MOST ANY SIZE AND THE EXPEDITION MODEL COMES WITH PLANT.

CONSERVATION COFFEE AND CONCISE ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS.

THE RECREATIONAL WONDER BUILT ON OUR POPULAR ACADIA TO.

[America™]

[acadia™]

WITHOUT A CARE.

THE CLASSIC CANOA™. THE AUTHENTIC CANOA™ LIGHTWEIGHT.
From askIng: "Isn't that the guy from Revenge of the Nerds?"

Inc George Clooney And Anthony Edwards Men Can't Keep

Larry Cobain commits suicide leaving his
daughter Frances Bean

On the Tube: ER airs for the first time. Women enjoy watch.

Photos Joc Wuringation

Everybody got some.

The shirt: Also on the tube: O.J. Simpson leads police on an incredibly slow
Goose chase down the Santa Monica Freeway. Then he leads
d.a. is on an incredibly slow Goose chase for the "real killers."

The year was 1994:

This year, one movie compares life to a box of chocolates and

Photos. Shawn Harper
In the Stories

Babe makes his screen debut in self-titled film, The Pig, Not the Baseball Player.

The year was 1995. Adventure Racing, unheard of in most circles, makes its American debut in Utah. It is specifically innocent by a jury of his peers.

In the News:

Still in the News: If you must acquire O.J. Simpson's glove don't get it from your friends. Residents of Las Vegas are aware of the phenomenon, haunted by the events that occurred within. The television series Friends produces the hits.
1997

AT CHRISTMAS, FLIES OFF THE SHELVES

ANY FILM IN HISTORY

IT'S THE BRIGHTEST COMET TO PASS

THE HALO-BOPP COMET ARRIVES.

NUCLEOFM ELMoil

EARTH IN CENTURIES (IT WAS COOL).

IT'S RELEASED.
THE DREW CAREY SHOW PREMERS PROVING THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE BEAUTIFUL TO MAKE IT IN SHOW BUSINESS, AS LONG AS YOU'RE EXTREMELY FUNNY.

[st-0n-top Kayaks]

Sit-on-top kayaks
PRODUCTION REVOLUTIONIZING TOURING KAYAKS IN TERMS OF COMFORT AND EFFICIENCY

After the single played out, made me think the broken much the same noises their dear
old "hymn book," which is pretty

On the Radio: "Hush..."

coming back into stereo.

The key finally drops belt;-

Bob Barker as celebrities

The Phrase is Right:

of the phrase episode

2004th episode

The ECO Challenge on TV is THE FOURTH YEAR IN EXISTENCE AND INCLUDES A SEA KAYAKING Leg

1998

FROM HERE ON OUT, THEIR MUSIC WILL APPEAR ON THEIR OWN LABEL, WIDESPREAD RECORDS.

WIDESPREAD PANG Puts OUT THEIR LAST CD ON CAPRICORN RECORDS. TILL THE MEDICINE

TAKE'S FEATURING GUEST TURNTABLIST COLIN BUTLER AND GOSPEL DIVA DOTTE PEOPLE'S

PHOTO: Christopher Smith

ADJUSTABLE BUCKLE-HEADED FOOT SUPPORT SO SUPER IT'S DAINTY.

PADDLE WITH A MOLDED-NECK PADDLE THROTTLE STRAP AND RATCHET TIGHTENING TOOLS IN STYLE BECAUSE THE PADDLE IS TIGHTENED TO THE TOP BAR. ADJUSTABLE BLADE WIDTH FOR A FIRST-CLASS PADDLE. THE PADDLE IS ADJUSTABLE BlADE WIDTH FOR A FIRST-

SPEC'S:

[ five-o']
WOODSTOCK '99, THE 30-YEAR ANNIVERSARY TAKES PLACE KIDS GET MUDY AND IT'S MADE INTO A TIDE

PLACE FREE LEE IS OFFICIALLY DECLARED DEAD.

ONLY ROLLS YOU'LL HAVE TO MAKE ARE Biscuits FOR BREAKFAST
MODERATE SET WELLS PLUS BECAUSE IT'S A LATER FOR THE
WATER TRAVELER FOR NEWBIES IT'S A CLASS II, AND IT'S A BLAST IN
BEACH HOUSE OR IN A BACKYARDS CANOE IT'S A GREAT WHITE.
LETS YOU GET OUT AND PLAY WHATEVER YOUR STANDING IN A
SWIFT RIVERS, THE TORRENT TAIL HAS AN OPEN-TO-DESIGN THAT
WITH A WIND DESIGNED FOR THE SPEED AND CHALLENGES OF
WATERFALLS. OCEAN SURF LACKEY CHOP THIS BOAT DOES IT ALL.

Specs:

Torrent

WATERFALLS. OCEAN SURF. LACKEY CHOP. THIS BOAT DOES IT ALL.

[torrent™]

PhoCổ Christopher Smith

TORNAL SEVEN MILES OF YEAR-ROUND BOATING OPPORTUNITIES.

THE WHITE SALMON RIVER IN WASHINGTON, PROVIDING AN AD "OCCUPY SIGN AN AGREEMENT TO REMOVE CONTAMINANTS FROM
PAST EVENTS." MEANWHILE ON THE WHITEWATER FRONT,
PARTS PROVIDE THEIR TOURING BOATS ON ECO-CHALLENGE PARADIGM.
ALL-MARINE LAW + INSTALLED ON THE USUAL ROUGH SEAS OF
GREENFAWC. WHO WINS ECO-CHALLENGE PARADIGM IN A RECORD FIVE DAYS. THIRTY-THREE MINUTES. THIS RACE SAW PARTICIPANTS
IT SEEMS LIKE THE ONLY PEOPLE WHO WERE/Forming ABOUT THE YAK SAREE WERE TEAM.


Former President Clinton may not have inhaled, but he allowed.
ONE WITH WATER

perception

2001

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

Assisted by Mark Lee, Tim McCarver, Paul Leary, and "The Kayaking Show" - TONY"